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We consider a disk-shaped two-dimensional Josephson junction with concentric regions of 0- and �-phase
shifts and investigate its ground states. This system is described by a �2+1�-dimensional sine-Gordon equation,
which becomes effectively one dimensional in polar coordinates when one considers radially symmetric static
solutions. We show that there is a parameter region in which the ground state corresponds to a spontaneously
created ring-shaped semifluxon. We use a Hamiltonian energy characterization to describe analytically the
dependence of the semifluxonlike ground state on the junction size and the applied bias current. We present
numerical calculations to support our analytical results. We also discuss the existence and stability of excited
states bifurcating from a uniform solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of solitons in long Josephson junctions
�LJJs� attracted a lot of attention in the last few decades.1

Mathematically they are topological solitons �kinks� of a
sine-Gordon model. Physically, if the phase difference of the
superconductors is denoted by ��x�, a kink in the context of
LJJs corresponds to a vortex of supercurrent proportional to
sin ��x�, which creates a localized magnetic field �d� /dx
with a total magnetic flux ��0� �2.07�10−15 Wb, i.e., a
magnetic-flux quantum. Traditionally, one investigates the
most simple one-dimensional �1D� geometry, i.e., a
�1+1�-dimensional sine-Gordon equation, in which only the
phase variation in the x direction is considered, while the
phase dynamics in the y direction is neglected. This is justi-
fied when the width w of the junction in y direction is less
than or approximately equal to the Josephson length �J. In
this case, the soliton can be viewed as a uniform flux tube
going along the short y direction.

If one considers LJJs with both lateral sizes w �along y�
and L �along x� 	�J, then one should use a
�2+1�-dimensional sine-Gordon model.2 In such a model,
one still can observe solutions in the �1+1�-dimensional
counterpart. In addition, one can see the shape of waves
propagating along the y direction, especially when a soliton
hits obstacles.3,4 Nonetheless, such �2+1�-dimensional soli-
tons are still topologically equivalent to a simple flux line.
On the other hand, in two spatial dimensions, one may also
imagine solutions of completely different topology, such as a
flux line closed in a loop �ring�. In a uniform system, such
solitons are unstable5,6—even with initial velocity outward
�an expanding soliton ring�, they exhibit a “return effect”7

and collapse into the center, resulting in a “pulson”8,9 and
finally decaying into the trivial constant phase solution.

Over the last decade, nonconventional JJs having a phase
drop of � in the ground state, called � junctions, were dis-
covered and investigated experimentally.10–15 In this context,
conventional junctions are called 0 junctions. In terms of a
sine-Gordon model, this means that there is a shift of � in

the phase difference �. All solutions are therefore shifted by
� but no new phenomena appear.

Nontrivial properties occur when one combines 0 and �
junctions in one device, making the so-called 0-� LJJ. Such
junctions can be produced by using several technologies.16–18

If the 0 and � parts are long enough, a flux line, i.e., a vortex
of supercurrent, is formed along the 0-� boundary and con-
stitutes the ground state of the system. Such vortex carries
only a half of the magnetic-flux quantum, i.e., ��0 /2 and,
therefore, is called semifluxon. Semifluxons were predicted19

and observed experimentally.16 Among all 0-� JJ
technologies available nowadays, only superconductor-
ferromagnetic-superconductor �SFS� or superconductor-
insulator-ferromagnetic-superconductor �SIFS� technology
allows the fabrication of the 0-� boundary of arbitrary
shape. Indeed, recently 0-� LJJs with 0-� boundary forming
a loop were successfully fabricated and the supercurrent
transport in them was visualized.20

In this paper, we consider theoretically a two-dimensional
�2D� disk-shaped Josephson junction, with the inner circular
� part and the outer 0 part having, respectively, a radius from
Rmin to Rmid and a radius from Rmid to Rmax, as sketched in
Fig. 1. In particular, we analyze the existence and stability of
different static solutions to find the ground state of the sys-
tem.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the model is
introduced. In Sec. III, we analyze the stability of uniform
solutions in the case of no applied bias current and show that

FIG. 1. �Color online� A sketch of the disk-shaped two-
dimensional 0-� Josephson junction considered in this paper.
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the uniform solutions are unstable in a certain parameter in-
terval. In this interval of parameters a semifluxon is sponta-
neously created. The existence and stability of nonuniform
static solitons is discussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we briefly
study the existence and stability of excited states. Section VI
concludes this work.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The dynamics of the Josephson phase in a 2D JJ is gov-
erned by the following �2+1�D perturbed sine-Gordon equa-
tion:

�xx + �yy − �tt = sin�� + 
̃� + ��t − � , �1�

where ��x ,y , t� is a Josephson phase, �0 is a dimension-
less damping coefficient, and � is the applied bias current
density normalized to the critical current density jc and as-
sumed to be constant. Here we consider a disk-shaped 2D JJ
sketched in Fig. 1. The origin of the coordinate system is
situated in the center of the disk while z=0 corresponds to
the Josephson barrier, which is assumed to be infinitesimal.
Thus, Eq. �1� should be solved on the domain

Rmin � �x2 + y2 � Rmax.

The function 
̃ describes the position of an additional � shift
and is given by


̃ = �� Rmin � �x2 + y2 � Rmid,

0 Rmid � �x2 + y2 � Rmax.
� �2�

In this paper we consider only the case Rmin=0.
Due to the geometry of the problem, it is convenient to

work in polar coordinates. If �r ,
� are the polar coordinates
corresponding to the point �x ,y� in the plane, then the above
Eq. �1� can be written as

�rr +
1

r
�r +

1

r2�

 − �tt = sin�� + 
̃�r�� + ��t − � . �3�

The function 
̃ �Eq. �2�� can then be rewritten as


̃�r� = �� 0 � r � a ,

0 a � r � L .
� �4�

Here, for simplicity we have defined Rmid=a and Rmax=L. In
spite of phase jump �Eq. �4�� at r=a, the solution ��r� should
be continuous at r=a, i.e.,

��a−� = ��a+� , �5a�

�r�a−� = �r�a+� . �5b�

The boundary conditions corresponding to a zero applied
magnetic field read

�r�L� = 0, �6a�

�r�Rmin� = 0. �6b�

The condition �Eq. �6b�� is only necessary when Rmin�0 and
will not be used below.

Equation �3� subject to the conditions �Eqs. �5a�, �5b�,
�6a�, and �6b�� can be derived from the Lagrangian

L = 	
0

2� 	
0

L �1

2
�t

2 −
1

2
�r

2 −
1

2r2�

2 − 1

+ cos�� + 
̃�r�� − ���rdrd
 . �7�

As we are particularly interested in static solutions, exis-
tence of the solution will be studied through the time-
independent equation

�rr +
1

r
�r +

1

r2�

 = sin�� + 
̃�r�� − � . �8�

In the case of 
-independent solutions, Eq. �8� is simplified
to

�rr +
1

r
�r = sin�� + 
̃�r�� − � . �9�

Let �0�r ,
� be a static solution of the governing equation
in a polar coordinate �Eq. �3��. To determine the linear sta-
bility of the solution, one then needs to perturb it by writing

� = �0 + ��1.

Substituting the equation above into Eq. �3� and retaining
only the linear terms in � yields the linearized equation


�rr +
1

r
�r +

1

r2�

��1 = �cos��0 + 
̃�r�� + �tt + ��t��1,

�10�

which governs the dynamics of the small perturbation �1.
As Eq. �10� is linear, it can be solved using a separation of

variables method. Writing

�1 = e�tṼ�r,
� , �11�

Eq. �10� becomes the eigenvalue problem

Ṽrr +
1

r
Ṽr +

1

r2 Ṽ

 = cos��0 + 
̃�r��Ṽ + EṼ , �12�

where

E = �2 + �� . �13�

In the case where �0 is independent of the angular variable


, one can introduce Ṽ�r ,
�→cos�q
�V�r�, which actually
covers all 2�-periodic functions in 
 that can be represented
by Fourier series. Then Eq. �12� becomes

Vrr +
1

r
Vr −

q2V

r2 = �E + cos��0 + 
̃�r��V . �14�

The eigenvalues E in this case are functions of q.
Since the eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14�� is self-adjoint,

E�R. The function V�r� is subject to the continuity and
boundary conditions that follow from Eqs. �5a�, �5b�, �6a�,
and �6b�

V�a−� = V�a+� , �15a�
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Vr�a−� = Vr�a+� , �15b�

and

Vr�L� = 0, �16a�

Vr�Rmin� = 0. �16b�

The condition �Eq. �16b�� is again only necessary when
Rmin�0 and is not used below.

From Eq. �13�, we can easily obtain

�� =
1

2
�− � � ��2 + 4E� . �17�

In the case �=0, we have ��= ��E, i.e., the solution is
stable for E�0 and unstable if E�0. For finite ��0,
if E�0 then Re�����0, i.e., solution is stable. If E�0,
Re��+�0 and the solution is unstable. Thus, stability only
depends on the sign of E and not on the value of �. There-
fore, without loss of generality, in the following we set �
=0, unless stated otherwise.

III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF UNIFORM
SOLUTIONS

It can be easily shown that Eq. �9� has two uniform solu-
tions �mod 2��

�̃0 = 0, �18a�

�̃0 = � , �18b�

when �=0. In the presence of an applied bias current, i.e.,
��0, there is no uniform solution.

To study the stability of the uniform solutions, one needs
to solve the eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14�� subject to the
continuity and boundary conditions �Eqs. �15a�, �15b�, �16a�,
and �16b��. From our numerical calculations, it appears that
the critical eigenvalue of the solutions corresponds to q=0
�see Appendix A�. Therefore, in our analytical calculations
below, we only consider the case q=0.

Due to the finite size of the domain, the eigenvalue prob-
lem �Eq. �14�� has only discrete spectra, which, on the basis
of the limit L→�, can be categorized into two types: the set
of eigenvalues that constitutes the continuous spectrum in
the limit L→�, which for simplicity we denote as the “con-
tinuous” spectrum and the set of eigenvalues that comple-
ments the continuous spectrum in the infinite domain limit,
which we call the “discrete spectrum.”

A. Linear stability of the �0=0 solution

1. Continuous spectrum

Consider the region 0�r�a, where 
̃�r�=�. Let V�1��r�
denote the solution to the eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14�� in
this region. Then we obtain

Vrr
�1� +

1

r
Vr

�1� − �E − 1�V�1� = 0, �19�

which is a Bessel equation of order zero with the solution

V�1��r� = C1J0��̂r� + C1
�Y0��̂r� , �20�

where �̂=�1−E, J0 and Y0 are Bessel functions of first and
second kinds, respectively.21 The Bessel function of second

kind Y0��̂r� is unbounded at r=0. In order to obtain a
bounded solution of Eq. �19�, we take C1

�=0 and are left with

V�1��r� = C1J0��̂r� . �21�

Let V�2��r� be the solution to the eigenvalue problem �Eq.

�14�� in the outer region a�r�L, where 
̃�r�=0. Hence Eq.
�14� takes the form

Vrr
�2� +

1

r
Vr

�2� − �E + 1�V�2� = 0. �22�

The bounded solution to this equation, which is an oscillat-
ing function of r at L→�, is

V�2� = C2J0��̂r� + C3Y0��̂r� , �23�

where �̂=�−1−E.
Thus, the eigenfunctions of the continuous spectrum of

the uniform zero solution are given by

V�r� =�C1J0��̂r� 0 � r � a ,

C2J0��̂r� + C3Y0��̂r� a � r � L .
� �24�

Applying the continuity and boundary conditions
�Eqs. �15a�, �15b�, and �16a��, we obtain a system of three
homogenous equations of the form A1U=0, where
U= �C1 ,C2 ,C3�T and A1 is the coefficient matrix defined as

A1�E� = � J0��̂a� − J0��̂a� − Y0��̂a�

− J1��̂a��̂ + J1��̂a��̂ + Y1��̂a��̂

0 − J1��̂L��̂ − Y1��̂L��̂
� . �25�

In order to find a nontrivial solution of the system, i.e.,
U�0, we require det�A1�=0. Figure 2 shows an implicit plot
of the continuous spectrum E as a function of a for L=2,
from which we observe that E is negative in the continuous
spectrum. That implies that there is no unstable eigenvalue
for all a.

E

a

−50 −40 −30 −20 −10
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

FIG. 2. �Color online� Plot of the continuous spectrum of the
uniform solution �0=0 as a function of the � region radius a for
L=2.
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The distribution of eigenvalues E becomes denser as L
increases. In the limit L→�, the continuous spectrum of the
uniform zero solution corresponds to the bounded solution of
the eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14�� in the regime r�1, r�L;
at leading order we have

Vrr = �E + 1�V ,

where we have taken into account the fact that �0=0 and


̃�r�=0 for r�1.
Solutions to this equation are bounded if and only if

E�−1. Hence the continuous spectrum exists only on the
imaginary axis, i.e., � is purely imaginary.

Even though we conclude that there is no unstable eigen-
value in the continuous spectrum of the uniform solution
�0=0, it does not imply the linear stability of the uniform
solution, i.e., we also need to calculate the discrete spectrum
of the solution.

2. Discrete spectrum

As discussed before, a bounded solution to the eigenvalue
problem in the inner region is given by

V�1��r� = C4J0��̂r� , �26�

with �̂a� j0,1, where j0,1 is the smallest zero of J0.
To obtain a bounded and decaying solution in the outer

region, we use the properties21

J0�ir�E + 1� = I0�r�E + 1� , �27�

Re�Y0�ir�E + 1�� = −
2

�
K0�r�E + 1� , �28�

of Bessel functions, where I0 and K0 are the modified Bessel
functions of the first and second kinds, respectively. Hence, a
bounded and decaying solution to the eigenvalue problem in
the outer region is

V�2��r� = C5I0��̂r� −
2C6

�
K0��̂r� , �29�

where �̂=�1+E.
Consequently, the eigenfunction corresponding to the dis-

crete spectrum of the uniform solution �0=0 is given by

V�r� = �C4J0��̂r� 0 � r � a ,

C5I0��̂r� −
2C6

�
K0��̂r� a � r � L .� �30�

Again by applying the continuity and boundary conditions
�Eqs. �15a�, �15b�, and �16a��, we obtain a system of three
homogeneous equations in the matrix form A2U=0, where

A2�E� = � J0��̂a� − I0��̂a�
2

�
K0��̂a�

�̂J1��̂a� − �̂I1��̂a� −
2

�
�̂K1��̂a�

0 �̂I1��̂L�
2

�
�̂K1��̂L�

� , �31�

and U= �C4C5C6�T The implicit plot the zero of the determi-
nant of the coefficient matrix is depicted in Fig. 3. The plot
shows that there is a critical value of the length a below
which E is negative, i.e., the uniform zero solution is stable.
At this particular value, E changes sign from negative to
positive, which implies that the uniform zero solution be-
comes unstable. The value of the facet length at which the
uniform zero solution changes stability is called the critical
length for the uniform solution �0=0 and is denoted by ac

0.
By putting E=0 when setting the determinant of the ma-

trix �Eq. �31�� to zero, the relation between ac
0 and L can be

written implicitly as

J0�ac
0�

J1�ac
0�

=
K1�L�I0�ac

0� + I1�L�K0�ac
0�

I1�L�K1�ac
0� − 2I1�ac

0�K1�L�
. �32�

For L→0 Eq. �32� can be approximated by Taylor series to
give an explicit dependence

ac
0 =

L
�2

−
2 ln�2� − 1

16�2
L3 + O�L5� . �33�

For example, for L=2, ac
0�1.25.

For L→�, Eq. �32� can also be expanded to obtain

a0
c

E

a

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

a0
c(∞)

E

a

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
0

1

2

3

4

5

FIG. 3. �Color online� Plot of the discrete spectrum E of the
uniform solution �0=0 as a function of a for L=2 �top� and
L→� �bottom�.
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�1

L
�� 2

�
eL�J0�ac

0�K1�ac
0� − J1�ac

0�K0�ac
0�� = 0. �34�

For the existence of the limit at L→�, we must have
J0�ac

0�K1�ac
0�−J1�ac

0�K0�ac
0�=0. Solving for ac

0, we obtain

ac
0 � 1.614635. �35�

In this limit, C5→0.
The boundary of stability of the �0=0 state given by

ac
0�L� is shown in Fig. 4.

B. Linear stability of the �0=� solution

Next, we discuss the linear stability of the uniform solu-
tion �0=�.

1. Continuous spectrum

First we consider the inner region 0�r�a where


̃�r�=�. The eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14�� in this case takes
the form

Vrr +
1

r
Vr − �E + 1�V = 0. �36�

This is a Bessel equation of order 0 whose solution is given
by

V�1��r� = C9J0��̂r� + C10Y0��̂r� , �37�

where �̂=�−1−E.
Since Y0 is unbounded at r=0, in order to get a bounded

solution in the inner region we set C10=0 in the above equa-
tion. Thus the bounded solution in the inner region is given
by

V�1��r� = C9J0��̂r� . �38�

For the outer region a�r�L, 
̃�r�=0 and Eq. �14� reduces
into the form

Vrr
�2� +

1

r
Vr

�2� − �E − 1�V�2� = 0. �39�

The bounded solution to the Bessel equation �Eq. �39�� is of
the form

V�2��r� = C11J0��̂r� + C12Y0��̂r� , �40�

where C11 and C12 are constants to be determined.
Using Eqs. �38� and �40�, the eigenfunctions correspond-

ing to the continuous spectrum of the uniform � solution are
described by

V�r� =�C9J0��̂r� 0 � r � a ,

C11J0��̂r� + C12Y0��̂r� a � r � L .
� �41�

By using the continuity and boundary conditions, we obtain
a homogeneous system of three equations in a matrix form
A4U=0, where

A4�E� = � J0��̂a� − J0��̂a� − Y0��̂a�

− J1��̂a��̂ J1��̂a��̂ Y1��̂a��̂

0 − J1��̂L��̂ − Y1��̂L��̂
� �42�

and U= �C9 ,C11,C12�T.
An implicit plot of the zeros of the determinant of the

matrix A4�E� in the �E ,a� plane is shown in Fig. 5, where we
have taken L=2. For this particular value of L, we observe
that E is negative for all a.

2. Discrete spectrum

Using the properties of the Bessel function,21 for the uni-
form � solution a bounded and decaying solution to the ei-
genvalue problem �Eq. �14�� in the inner and outer regions
has the form

V�1��r� = C13I0��̂r� , �43�

V�2��r� = C14J0��̂r� + C15Y0��̂r� . �44�

Application of the continuity and boundary conditions leads
to a homogenous system of three equations of the form
A5U=0, where U= �C13,C14,C15�T and

FIG. 4. �Color online� Boundary of stability of uniform �0=0
and �0=� solutions �solid lines�. The numerics given by Eqs. �32�
and �46� are shown by solid lines. Asymptotic behavior of ac

0 and ac
�

given by Eqs. �35� and �52� are shown by dashed-dotted lines. The
approximations �Eqs. �33� and �47�� are shown in dashed line. The
gray region is physically irrelevant �r�L�.

E

a

−50 −40 −30 −20 −10
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

FIG. 5. �Color online� Plot of the continuous spectrum E of the
uniform solution �0=� �refer to Eq. �42�� as a function of a for
L=2.
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A5�E� = � I0��̂a� − J0��̂a� − Y0��̂a�

I1��̂a��̂ J1��̂a��̂ Y1��̂a��̂

0 − J1��̂L��̂ − Y1��̂L��̂
� . �45�

The eigenvalue�s� are obtained by setting the determinant
of the coefficient matrix A5 to zero. Figure 6 shows an im-
plicit plot of the eigenvalue as a function of a for L=2. From
this figure, we observe that for a given L, there is a critical
value of the facet length a, above which E is negative, i.e.,
the �0=� solution is stable, and below which E is positive
showing the instability of the solution. This critical value of
the facet length is denoted by ac

�. For L=2, ac
��1.5247. The

relation between ac
� and L is given by the implicit equation

I0�ac
��

I1�ac
��

=
Y1�L�J0�ac

�� + J1�L�Y0�ac
��

J1�L�Y1�ac
�� − J1�ac

��Y1�L�
, �46�

which is obtained by putting E=0 when the determinant of
the coefficient matrix �Eq. �45�� is set to zero. In the limit
L→0,

ac
� =

L
�2

+
2 ln�2� − 1

16�2
L3 + O�L5� . �47�

The behavior of ac
��L� is shown in Fig. 4.

When L→�, an asymptotic boundary for the stability of
� can be obtained as follows. Writing r̃=L−r, Eqs. �9� and
�14� become

�r̃r̃ +
1

L − r̃
�r̃ = sin�� + 
̃�L − r̃�� − � , �48�

Vr̃r̃ +
1

L − r̃
Vr̃ −

q2V

�L − r̃�2 = �E + cos��0 + 
̃�L − r̃��V ,

�49�

where 0� r̃�L. Considering the region 0� r̃�L and taking
L→�, the above equations become

�r̃r̃ = sin�� + 
̃�L − r̃�� − � , �50�

Vr̃r̃ = �E + cos��0 + 
̃�L − r̃��V , �51�

which are considered in, e.g., Ref. 22. The critical length for
the stability of � in this case is � /4. Therefore, for large L

ac
��L� � L − �/4. �52�

Equations �32� and �46� give an �in�stability boundary of
both uniform solutions. In the region, where both uniform
solutions are unstable, one expects a nonuniform ground
state, see Fig. 4.

IV. GROUND STATES IN THE INSTABILITY REGION OF
UNIFORM SOLUTIONS

In this section, we discuss the existence and the stability
of the ground states of the Josephson junctions when the
uniform solutions are unstable.

It is important to note that from the case of one-
dimensional long 0-� Josephson junctions, the bifurcation of
the nonuniform ground states from the uniform solutions is
supercritical. One would therefore expect a similar situation
in the present case. Hence, at the critical values ac the non-
uniform ground states would satisfy the linearization of the
governing Eq. �8� about the uniform solutions, which is the
linear eigenvalue problem �Eq. �12�� at E=0. On the other
hand, from the analysis of the uniform solutions, the critical
eigenvalue of the solutions corresponds to a 
 independent
eigenfunction �see also Fig. 19�. This then informs us that the
nonuniform ground state should be 
 independent �at least
near ac�, i.e., Eq. �9�, which implies that �
=0 in Eq. �7�.

Numerically we solve Eq. �9� using a finite difference
method described in Appendix A. After obtaining the solu-
tions, we calculate the critical eigenvalue, i.e., the smallest
eigenfrequency, which defines the stability of the nonuniform
ground state. As in the analysis of uniform solutions, the
critical eigenvalue of our nonuniform ground state also cor-
responds to the case of q=0 �see Appendix A�.

In addition to the numerical results, we also study the
ground states perturbatively using Euler-Lagrange approxi-
mations when a is in the vicinity of the critical facet length
ac

0 or ac
�. The method is as follows.

If ���r ;a� is an eigenfunction corresponding to the critical
eigenvalue � of a uniform solution � with the phase-
discontinuity jump at r=a, then we construct an approximate
solution for 0�a−ac

0�1 and 0�ac
�−a�1 to the nonlinear

problem �Eqs. �3�, �4�, �5a�, �5b�, �6a�, and �6b�� with
0� ����1 by writing, respectively,

��r,t� = B�t��0�r;ac
0�, B�t����r;ac

�� , �53�

where the amplitude B�t� will be determined by using varia-
tional calculus. It is an approximate solution as for a�ac the
function does not satisfy the continuity condition, Eq. �5b�.

Using the approximate solution and performing the inte-
gration, the Lagrangian L �Eq. �7�� becomes a function of
B�t� and its first derivative. The Euler-Lagrange equation

�L
�B

−
d

dt
 �L

�Ḃ
� = 0, �54�

then gives us

aπ
c

E

a

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

FIG. 6. �Color online� Plot of the discrete spectrum of the uni-
form solution �0=� as a function of a for L=2.
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B̈ = F�B� . �55�

The time-independent value B=Bs that will make the ansatz
�Eq. �53�� a good approximation is provided by a stationary
point of the Lagrangian, i.e., it satisfies F�Bs�=0. Note that F
is also a function of a and �.

The variational formulation above can also provide solu-
tions for small nonzero bias current. In general, the function
F will have three roots. When ��� increases, one will obtain a
value of � at which two solutions merge and disappear in a
saddle-node bifurcation. This critical bias current can be cal-
culated to satisfy

F�Bc� = 0,

where Bc is the root of �BF�B�=0.
An approximation to the critical eigenvalue, i.e., the

smallest eigenfrequency, of the ground state can also be ob-
tained using the result above. Linearizing Eq. �55� about the

fixed point Bs, i.e., substituting B=Bs+�B̃ into Eq. �55�, one
obtains the equation

d2B̃

dt2 = �BF�Bs�B̃ . �56�

The approximate critical eigenvalue is then given by

E = − �BF�Bs� ,

which is the square of the oscillation frequency of B̃�t�.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Top panel shows the numerically ob-
tained ground state ��r� for L=2 and a=1.3 in the 1D representa-
tion �solid� and its approximation �dashed�. Shown in the bottom
panel is the corresponding profile in the original two-dimensional
problem.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� �Top panel� Comparisons of the numeri-
cally obtained ground-state phases ��0�, ��L /2�, and ��L� �con-
tinuous lines� and analytical approximations at a→ac

0 �see Eqs.
�B8� and �B15�� �three lowest dotted lines� and approximations at
a→ac

� �see Eqs. �B21� and �B24�� �three upper dotted lines� for
�=0 and L=2. �Bottom panel� The difference of ��L�−��0� ob-
tained numerically �solid� and analytically �dashed� in the vicinity
of ac

0 and ac
�.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Similar to Fig. 8 but L→�.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Plot of ��0� as a function of �, calcu-
lated numerically �solid� and approximated analytically �dashed� as
given by Eqs. �B14� and �B23�. Here, a=1.3 and L=2.
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Explicit calculations of the approximate ground states and
their corresponding eigenvalues are presented in Appendix
B. In Fig. 7, we plot the numerically obtained nonuniform
ground state for �=0, L=2, and a=1.3 and its approximation
using the method described above. In Fig. 8, we compare
them, represented by ��0�, ��a�, and ��L�, when a varies in
the absence of an applied bias current �see Eqs. �B8� and
�B24� for the approximation�. A good agreement can be
clearly noticed when a is close to ac. One can see
that as a→ac

0 the whole solution �0�r�→0, thus both
�0�0�→0 and �0�L�→0. Similarly, at a→ac

� �0�r�→�,
so both �0�0�→� and �0�L�→�. The difference
��=�0�L�−�0�0� is the normalized magnetic flux
spontaneously existing in the junction �physical flux
�=�0�� / �2���. The magnetic lines of this flux form a
torus along 0-� boundary. Although the phase approximation
deviates from exact numerical solution quite substantially,
the approximate flux values lay close to those from exact
numerical solution, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8.
In Fig. 9, we plot the nonuniform ground state represented
by ��0� for �=0 as a function of a in the special case
L→�.

We have also analyzed the case of nonzero bias current. In
Fig. 10, we plot ��0� obtained numerically and analytically
as a function of � for fixed values of L and a. Starting from
��0�=0 at �=0, as � increases one can see that there is a
value of � at which two solutions merge and disappear in a
saddle-node bifurcation, denoted by �c

0. Similarly, starting
from ��0�=0 �mod 2�� at �=0, as � decreases there will

also be a different critical value denoted by �c
�. In Fig. 11 we

plot the numerically and perturbatively obtained critical bias
currents as a function of a. The plot of �c

0 as a function of a
when L→� is depicted in Fig. 12.

Next, we calculate the critical eigenvalue, i.e., the small-
est eigenfrequency, of the ground state. A plot of the critical
eigenvalue as a function of a for the case of �=0 is shown in
Fig. 13 �see Eqs. �B19� and �B26� for the approximations�.
The numerical results are obtained using the methods dis-
cussed in Appendix A. Comparisons of the critical eigen-
value for the case of nonzero bias current are presented in
Fig. 14. We note that for the chosen parameter values good
agreement between our approximation and numerical results
is observed when a is close to ac

0.
We have considered the stability of the nonuniform

ground states in the special case L→�. In Fig. 15 the nu-
merically obtained critical eigenvalue is shown as function
of a for ac

0�a as a solid line, and compared to our approxi-
mation, displayed as dashed line. A similar comparison for
the case of nonzero bias current is shown in Fig. 16.

V. EXCITED STATES BIFURCATING FROM THE
UNIFORM SOLUTIONS

In the previous section we discussed the nonuniform
ground state which is sign definite �has the same sign for all
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Comparisons of our analytical approxi-
mation of �c

0 given by Eq. �B17� �dashed line� and �c
� given by Eq.

�B25� �dashed-dotted line� as a function of a and our numerical
results. Here, L=2.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Similar to Fig. 11 but for L→�.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� The critical eigenvalue at �=0 obtained
numerically �solid line� and its approximations in the limits
a→ac

0 �Eq. �B19�� and a→ac
� �Eq. �B26�� �dashed lines�. Here, L

=2.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Solid lines show the bias dependence of
the critical eigenvalue E0��� calculated numerically for a=1.3 and
L=2. Approximations about ac

0 given by Eq. �B19� �right dashed
line� and about ac

� given by Eq. �B26� �left dashed line� are shown
by red and black dashed lines, respectively.
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r� and radially symmetric �independent of 
�. In addition, the
static sine-Gordon equation �Eq. �8�� may also have excited
static states. For states bifurcating from the trivial solutions
�0=0 and �0=� at �=0 in the instability region of the uni-

form solutions, a similar analysis can be performed as be-
fore. Yet, we argue that for a phase shift �Eq. �4��, there are
no stable static excited states bifurcating from the trivial so-
lutions. In Figs. 17 and 18, we present two examples of static
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FIG. 15. �Color online� As for Fig. 13 in the case L→�.
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FIG. 16. �Color online� As for Fig. 14 in the case L→�.
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excited states bifurcating from the trivial solution �0�0 for
Rmid=7 and Rmax=10 and their typical instability dynamics,
support our conjecture.

In Fig. 17, we present the dynamics of a 
-independent
excited state. This is an excited state in the sense that the
solution is not sign definite, i.e., it has one zero in the radial
direction. As for the excited state shown in Fig. 18, the state
is sign definite in the radial direction but not independent of
the azimuthal direction �
�. Defining the vorticity Q as the
wave number of the oscillation or rotation in the azimuthal
direction, we note that the nonuniform ground state dis-
cussed above and the excited state shown in Fig. 17 have
Q=0 while the excited state in Fig. 18 has vorticity Q=1. We
note that both excited states will evolve into the ground state
shown in Fig. 7.

One may also obtain an excited state, which is a combi-
nation of two types of states above. Yet, in this case, it will
be more unstable than those in Figs. 17 and 18.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated a two-dimensional disk-shaped 0-�
Josephson junction analytically and numerically both in the
finite and infinite domains. We have calculated the stability
boundary of �0=0 and �0=� states. In the region of insta-
bility of both �0=0 and �0=� states a semifluxon having a
shape of a ring is generated spontaneously. Using an Euler-
Lagrange formalism we have shown that the existence of
semifluxons depends on the radius Rmax of the junction, the
radius Rmid of 0-� boundary, and on the applied bias current.
Critical eigenvalues that determine the stability of semi-
fluxon solutions have been discussed as well. Analytical ex-
pressions are compared with numerical simulations. We have
briefly discussed the existence of excited states bifurcating
from �0=0 and �0=� states, which are conjectured to be
unstable for the particular phase-shift structure discussed
here.
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FIG. 18. �Color online� The same as Fig. 17 but for a static 
 dependent excited state. As before, the solution also becomes the ground
state as t evolves.
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Clearly, one is not limited by radially symmetric 0-�
boundaries in 2D. One can easily fabricate and study 0-�
boundaries having more arbitrary shapes in 2D including
self-crossing ones, e.g., checkerboardlike patterns. Such ge-
ometries allow us to guide individual half-flux-quanta field
lines in a predefined way and design devices that exploit
them. For example, one can use semifluxon strings as a
transmission channel for transversal plasma waves, similar to
the situation discussed in Ref. 4.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL SCHEMES AND THE
ANGULAR STABILITY

To solve numerically the 
 independent Eq. �9�, which
can be rewritten as

1

r
�r�r�r = sin�� + 
̃� − � , �A1�

we use a finite difference method. We approximate the equa-
tion by23

1

ri

ri+1/2

�i+1 − �i

�r
− ri−1/2

�i − �i−1

�r
� 1

�r
= sin��i + 
̃i� − � ,

�A2�

where �i and 
̃i, i=1, . . . , I, are the grid functions approxi-

mating ��i�r� and 
̃�i�r� and �r=L / �I+1�. The Dirichlet
boundary condition at r=L is approximated by

�I+1 = �I. �A3�

The most particular feature of polar coordinates is the
condition that must be imposed at r=0. To derive our condi-
tion at the origin, we follow the method described in Ref. 23.
Integrating Eq. �A1� over a small disk of radius � yields

	
0

�

�sin�� + 
̃� − ��rdr = 	
0

�

�r�r�rdr ,

where we have evaluated the integral over the angular vari-
able 
 as � is independent of 
. By assuming that in the
small disk, � is independent of the radial variable r, the
integrals can be approximated by

sin��0 + 
̃0�
�r

2
�2

= �1 − �0, �A4�

where ���0 and 
̃= 
̃0= 
̃1. In the equation above, we have
taken �=�r /2 and approximated �r by a forward difference.
Equations �A2�–�A4� form a complete set of algebraic equa-
tions, which is solved using a Newton-Raphson method.

The eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14�� is also solved numeri-
cally using a similar method. It is necessary to note that the
same calculation to obtain a condition at the origin as before
should not be applied directly to the equation. Instead, we
first rewrite the equation as

r�rVr�r − q2V − r2 cos�� + 
̃�V = r2EV . �A5�

Integrating each term over a small disk yields

	
0

�

r�rVr�rrdr = �3Vr − 2	
0

�

r2Vrdr

=�3Vr − 2
�2V − 2	
0

�

rVdr�
�

�r2

8
�V1 − V0� ,

	
0

�

q2Vrdr �
�r2

8
q2V0,

	
0

�

�r2 cos�� + 
̃�V�rdr �
�r4

64
cos��0 + 
̃0�V0,

	
0

�

�r2EV�rdr �
�r4

64
EV0.

The finite difference version of Eq. �A5� at the origin is
therefore given by

V1 − �1 + q2 −
�r2

8
cos��0 + 
̃0��V0 =

�r2

8
EV0. �A6�

The boundary condition at r=L follows from Eq. �A3�,
i.e.,

VI+1 = VI. �A7�

At the inner points, the eigenvalue problem �Eq. �A5�� is
approximated by

ri
ri+1/2
Vi+1 − Vi

�r
− ri−1/2

Vi − Vi−1

�r
� 1

�r
− q2Vi

− ri
2 cos��i + 
̃i�Vi = ri

2EVi. �A8�

Equations �A8� with boundary conditions �Eqs. �A6� and
�A7�� form a generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem that
has to be solved simultaneously for �Vii=0

I and E.
We solve the two-dimensional time-independent equation

�Eq. �8�� using a Newton-Raphson method and numerically
integrate the time-dependent one �Eq. �3�� using a Runge-
Kutta method with a similar boundary condition at the sin-
gularity r=0.23

We have used the method explained above to solve the
eigenvalue problem �Eq. �14��. Shown in Fig. 19 is the criti-
cal eigenvalue, i.e., the maximum E, of the system’s ground
state as a function of the radius a of the � region for three
different values of q, with L=2 and �=0. We note that the
case q=0 indeed gives the largest eigenvalue.
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APPENDIX B: EXISTENCE AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
OF THE GROUND STATES USING VARIATIONAL

FORMULATIONS

1. Case 0�a−ac
0™1

a. Existence analysis

Consider the region 0�r�a. Expanding the nonlinear
term in Eq. �9� by Taylor series about �=0 and neglecting
the smaller terms, we obtain

r�rr
�1� + �r

�1� + r��1� = 0, �B1�

whose bounded solution is

��1��r� = C16J0�r� . �B2�

Similarly in the outer region, a�r�L, we have

r�rr
�2� + �r

�2� − r��2� = 0, �B3�

whose solution is

��2��r� = C17I0�r� + C18K0�r� . �B4�

Applying the continuity and boundary conditions, Eqs. �5a�,
�5b�, and �6b� to Eqs. �B2� and �B4� we obtain a homoge-
neous system of three equations in the form A6U=0, where

A6�E� = �J0�ac
0� − I0�ac

0� − K0�ac
0�

J1�ac
0� I1�ac

0� K1�ac
0�

0 I�1,L� − K�1,L�
� . �B5�

The equation A6U=0 only has a nontrivial solution if
det�A6�=0, which occurs when ac

0 is given by Eq. �32�. We
define a solution vector by Uc= �C16C17C18�, taking C16=1,
whence

C17 =
J1�ac

0�K1�L�
I1�L�K1�ac

0� − I1�ac
0�K1�L�

, �B6�

C18 =
I1�L�J1�ac

0�
I1�L�K1�ac

0� − I1�ac
0�K1�L�

. �B7�

At a=ac
0 any multiple of Uc is also a solution of A6U=0;

such solutions only hold at a=ac
0.

We construct an approximate solution to the nonlinear
problem �Eqs. �3�, �4�, �5a�, �5b�, �6a�, and �6b�� by writing
U=B�t�Uc, where the amplitude B�t� will be determined by
using variational calculus, hence

��r,t� = B�t�� J0�r� 0 � r � a ,

C17I0�r� + C18K0�r� a � r � L .
� �B8�

Because a�ac
0, the equation A6U=0 is not satisfied and

so the approximate solution does not satisfy the continuity
condition, Eq. �5b�.

Using the ansatz �Eq. �B8��, the Lagrangian L �Eq. �7��
becomes

L = T − U , �B9�

where

T = �Ḃ�2�Q1 + Q2� , �B10�

U = a2 − ��aJ1�a� + M7�B

+ �M1 − M2 + M4 + M5�B2 + �M3 − M6�B4 �B11�

with

Q1 =
a2

4
�J0

2�a� + J1
2�a�� ,

Q2 =
J1

2�ac
0�

2�I1�L�K1�ac
0� − K1�L�I1

2�ac
0��

�	
a

L

�K1�L�I0�r� + I1�L�K0�r��2rdr .

M1 =
a

4
�aJ1

2�a�� − 2J0�a�J1�a� + aJ1
2�a� ,

M2 =
a2

4
�J0

2�a� + J1
2�a��, M3 =

1

24
	

0

a

J0
4�r�rdr ,

M4 =
1

2

J1
2�ac

0�
�− I1�L�K1�ac

0� + I1�ac
0�K1�L��2

�	
a

L

r�− K1�L�I1�r� + I1�L�K1�r��2dr ,

M5 =
1

2
	

a

L

�2rdr, M6 =
1

24
	

a

L

�4rdr ,

� =
J1�ac

0��K1�L�I0�r� + I1�L�K0�r��
I1�L�K1�ac

0� − I1�ac
0�K1�L�

,
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FIG. 19. The critical eigenvalue of the system’s ground state as
a function of a for three different values of q as indicated in the
legend. Here, �=0 and L=2. Note that between ac

0 and ac
� the

ground state is not uniform.
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M7 =
J1�ac

0��2a�K1�L�I1�a� − I1�L�K�a�� + aI1�L��K0�a�I�a� + K1�a�I0�a�� − LI1�L��K1�L�I0�L� + I1�L�K0�L��

2�I1�ac
0�K1�L� − I1�L�K1�ac

0��
.

The Euler-Lagrange equation �Eq. �54�� gives us

B̈ = f�B� , �B12�

where

f�B� =
��aJ1�a� + M7� − 2�M1 − M2 + M4 + M5�B + 4�M6 − M3�B3

2�Q1 + Q2�
. �B13�

The fixed points of this equation are given by f�B�=0, i.e.,
UB=0.

The general solutions to the cubic equation, Eq. �B13�, for
��0 can be found by using Nickall’s method,24 to yield

B�n� = 2� cos�� + �2n − 1�
�

3
�, n = 1,2,3, �B14�

where

� =�M1 − M2 + M4 + M5

6�M6 − M3�
,

h = − 
2

3
�3/2 �M1 − M2 + M4 + M5�3/2

�M6 − M3�1/2 ,

� =
1

3
arccos�− ��aJ1�a� + M7�

h
� .

When �=0, the three roots above are simplified to

B�1,2� = ��M1 − M2 + M4 + M5

2�M6 − M3�
, B�3� = 0. �B15�

It can be easily verified that the potential energy U is
locally minimized by B�1� or B�2�. Hence, we obtain an ap-
proximation to the nonuniform ground state in the instability
region of the constant solutions.

As the bias current � varies, there are two critical bias
currents at which two of the roots merge in a bifurcation,
which can be calculated as follows.

Solving f��B�=0 for B, we obtain

Bc1,c2
= ��M1 − M2 + M4 + M5

6�M6 − M3�
. �B16�

These values of B locally minimize the potential energy U of
the junction. The critical bias current �c

0 is then given by the
inverse of f evaluated at Bc1,c2

above, i.e.,

�c
0 = �

4�M6 − M3�Bc
3 − 2�M1 − M2 + M4 + M5�Bc

aJ1�a� + M7
.

�B17�

b. Stability analysis

To find the critical eigenvalue of the ground state analyti-

cally, we substitute B=B�n�+�B̃ into Eq. �B12� and neglect
the higher order terms in � to obtain

d2B̃

dt2 = −
6�M3 − M6��B�n��2 + �M1 − M2 + M4 + M5�

Q1 + Q2
B̃ .

�B18�

The critical eigenvalue of the ground state is therefore ap-
proximately given by

E = −
6�M3 − M6��B�n��2 + �M1 − M2 + M4 + M5�

Q1 + Q2
,

�B19�

which is the square of the oscillation frequency of B̃�t�.

c. Infinite domain case

In the limit L→�, a similar calculation can be performed
as before. Only in this case, for a close to ac

0, our approxi-
mate ��r� �Eq. �B8�� becomes

��r� = B�t�� J0�r� 0 � r � a ,

J0�ac
0����

K0�ac
0����

K0�r� a � r � � ,� �B20�

i.e., C17→0 when L→� as limr→� I0�r�→�.

2. Case of 0�ac
�−a™1

For a close to ac
�, ��r� is approximated by

��r,t� = � − B�t�� C20I0�r� 0 � r � a ,

C21J0�r� + C22Y0�r� a � r � L .
�
�B21�

Setting C20=1, the constants C21 and C22 are then given by
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C21 =
I1�ac

��Y1�L�
J1�L�Y1�ac

�� − J1�ac
��Y1�L�

,

C22 = −
J1�L�I1�ac

��
J1�L�Y1�ac

�� − J1�ac
��Y1�L�

,

with ac
� given by Eq. �46�.

The Lagrangian L=T−U is given by

T = �Q5 + Q6��Ḃ�2,

U = �M20 − M17�B4 + �M15 + M16 + M18 − M19�B2

− �
a

2
�a� + 2BI1�a�� +

��L2 − a2�
2

B + M21B� + L2 − a2,

with

Q5 = −
a2

4
�− �I0�a��2 + �I1�a��2 ,

Q6 =
I0�ac

��
2

	
a

L

�rdr ,

� =
Y1�L�J0�r� − J1�L�Y0�r�

J1�L�Y1�ac
�� − J1�ac

��Y1�L�
,

M15 =
a2

4
��I1�a��2 − I0�a�I2�a� ,

M16 =
a2

4
�I1�a�2 − I0�a�2�, M17 =

1

24
	

0

a

�I0�r��4rdr ,

M18 =
1

2
	

a

L

R1rdr, M19 =
1

2
	

a

L

R2rdr ,

M20 =
1

24
	

a

L

R3
4rdr, M21 = 	

a

L

R3rdr ,

R1 = � I1�ac
���J1�L�Y1�r� − Y1�L�J1�r��

J1�L�Y1�ac
�� − Y1�L�J1�ac

�� �2

,

R2 = � I1�ac
���J1�L�Y0�r� − Y1�L�J0�r��

Y1�L�J1�ac
�� − J1�L�Y1�ac

�� �2

,

R3 =
I1�ac

���J1�L�Y0�r� − Y1�L�J0�r��
Y1�L�J1�ac

�� − J1�L�Y1�ac
��

.

The Euler-Lagrange equation �Eq. �54�� becomes

d2B

dt2 = g�B� ,

where

g�B� = ��M20 − M17�B3 + 2�M15 + M16 + M18 − M19�B

− ��2I1�a� +
�

2
�L2 − a2� + M21��/2�Q3 + Q4�

�B22�

The fixed points of this equation are given by g�B�=0,
which can be solved as before to yield

B�n� = 2� cos�� + �2n − 1�
�

3
�, n = 1,2,3, �B23�

where

� =�M15 + M16 + M18 − M19

6�M20 − M17�
,

h = − 
2

3
�3/2 �M15 + M16 + M18 − M19�3/2

�M20 − M17

,

� =
1

3
arccos
�

h
�2I1�a� +

�

2
�L2 − a2� + M21�� .

For �=0, the roots are

B�1,2� = ��M15 + M16 + M18 − M19

2�M17 − M20�
, B�3� = 0.

�B24�

Considering the nonzero roots B�1,2�, we find an approxima-
tion to the ground state B as a function of a and � for 0
�ac

�−a�1. We also note that there will again be a critical
bias current �c

� at which a saddle-node bifurcation occurs. In
a similar manner to above, it can be easily calculated that the
critical bias current is approximately given by

�c
� =

4�M20 − M17�Bc
3 + 2�M15 + M16 + M18 − M19�Bc

2I1�a� +
�

2
�L2 − a2� + M21

.

�B25�

The critical eigenvalue of the nonuniform ground states in
this case can be readily calculated as

E = −
6�M17 − M20��B�n��2 − �M15 + M16 + M18 − M19�

Q5 + Q6
.

�B26�
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